THEOREM 1. R a commutative ring with JSpec(R) a noetherian space M a finitely generated R module and P a finitely generated projective R module with rank (P) ^ max b(p, M). Then there exists an epimorphism from P to M.
Proof. We might as well assume that M is faithful. For if α = ann(ikf), then we pass to P/aP which is projective over R/a with rank at least as large. Then if p is a minimal prime in J-Spec(iϋ) such that a chain of maximal length of primes in J-Spec(i?) passes through p, M p Φ 0 since otherwise there would exist an se R -p with sM = 0 contrary to M being faithful. Hence dim (i2/2))ί) ^> 1. Thus rank (P) ^ d + 1 where d = dim J-Spec(iϋ) = dim Λf-spec(iϋ). Hence by Serre's theorem P = R 0 P f '. We define an epimorphism / from P to M by /((I, 0)) = m where m is an element of M which is basic Proof. Clear. THEOREM 
R commutative with J-Spec(ϋί) a noetherian space. M a finitely generated R module. N any R module such that a direct sum of some number of copies (finite will of course suffice) of N maps onto M. Then if n -max b(p, M) a direct sum of n copies of N will map onto M.
Proof. The key result needed from Swan is [5, p. 320 remark after Proposition 3] which states that the number of primes where b(p, M) is maximum is finite.
We proceed to construct /: Σ U N-»ilί on each component in such a way that Max (This is an easy consequence of Nakayama's lemma.) Since a direct sum of copies of N maps onto M there is some map f itJ ;N-+M such that image fij <£Pi* Ij We will achieve our objective if we can find an f 3 REMARKS. The theorem as it stands is false for general A. For if Λ = n by n matrices over a field, N-a column, M -A. Then at least n copies of N are needed to map onto M but max b(p, M) = 1. The difficulty in the proof is that in the non-commutative local case the set of not basic elements are not a submoduie. The proof above uses heavily that the not basic elements are a submoduie locally. In fact the pj * I 3 are exactly the elements of M which are not basic in (M/Ij) p .. I conjecture that if M is generated by n elements over R and q is the biggest integer ^ the square root of n that qmaxb{p, M) would work.
Another difficulty with this result is if N were free on a large number of generators then certainly we should be able to notice this and get a much better bound which this theorem cannot detect. Perhaps one could define a function b(p, N, M) which would use the number of copies of N p needed to map onto M p . A theorem of this type might give back Serre's theorem except, for general N, one certainly needs the hypothesis that a sum of APs maps onto M.
We recall that in the category of R modules a generator is any module such that a sum of copies of it maps onto R. 
